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nersmay
able to get
degrees

Greek days at Poly;
ample 'pagan' galas

· ANGELA VENGEL

BY DEBBIE WARREN
Daily Staff Writer
The "P" on the hill behind campus has been changed to "ArP'.', �ut
the change isn't permanent. The letters are the Greek abbre�ti�n
for the fraternity Alpha Gamma Rho and were put on the hill m
celebration of Greek Week.
Tom Rattigan, a brother of Alpha Epsilon Pi, explained the
tradition and why his fraternity's letters were't up there.
"They were up there last year. I guess it's whoever gets up there

o,Hy Staff Writer

at the California
Colony deserve the right to
education, said one Cal
l'°fessor who is doing
· about it.
are a lot of bright men
and they realize t:heir
With an education
'°�d have a lot to offer,"
· tant Professor Harold
and Don Morris,
te dean of extended
. are working toward the
of an external
program through Cal
rith the California Mens
the program Kerbo
developed, extention
would be taught at the
Prisoners who already
AA degree would be
to take these classes and
y achieve a degree from
of these men are in
in a social science
They realize they can
ers, possibly through
e:mg. Many times they've
and had those same
, say as a juvenile of
said Kerbo.
the prisoners involved
program would already
m AA degree, there would
general education courses
Most of the courses
would be from the upper
social science area.
and Morris began
nt of the program in
of 1979 and by the
fall quarter were ready
. To fund the program,
•rs must get Basic
n Opportunity Grants.
keep running into
. First, the extention
didn't qualify as on
credits and this
the prisoners from
_ BEOGs," said Kerbo.
the m e a n ti me , the
State University and
Board of Trustees
the extention courses
apply as on-campus
explained Kerbo.
found out that the
would have to be
i nto the university to
for a BEOG. That's
ere we're at now."
- is a program of this type
· State University at
to.

state colleges are
:o set up programs of this
. But most of these
aren't at full student
and turning away
ve to find a way to have
tes admitted into the
y without displacing
ents," said Kerbo.
tly, there is a program
Ciasir;es are taught at the
through Cuesta Com
College.
program en ables
prisoners to work
eir AA degrees. But
orkin g in this
u t have a high school
The
program is funded
_
See Degree, page 5
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�e letters are made of white sheets and don't deface the hill,
Rattigan said.
. .
.
Greek Week is celebrated May 4 through May 11 m recogrution of
all fraternities, their little sisters and sororities.
Rattigan described Greek Week: "It's just a really_ healthy C0!71•
petition that brings all the Greeks together. There 1s a lot of in
teraction. It is all Greeks and only Greeks."
Prior to Greek Week, on May 1, was the Greek Godd�s� Pageant.
Each Greek organization nominated a girl _for_the_competltlon.
"The panel of judges consisted of digrutaries throu�hout the
community and campus," Rattigan said. "The girls were Judged on
personality, poise, and appearance.''
Trisha Chasuk, a sister of Zeta Tau Alpha, was selected as Greek
Goddess this year.
Sunday began Greek Week
with a barbecue at Santa Rosa
Park. The highlight of the af
ternoon was the fireman's
competition which included such
events as long distance hose
shooting and a bucket brigade.
Rattigan described the event
as "a great success. It was really
a riot to watch those things.
BY MIKE CARROLL
There was a lot of yelling,
Dally Staff Writer
Mustang Dally-Ray Ace
o
screaming, and excitement.''
The
establishment
of
a
Jim Cheatham rests with a textbook under a tree adjacent to
Proceeds from the barbecue
fraternity
row
on
campus
hinges
were donated to the American
the racquetball courts.
on a decision to be handed down Heart Association.
by the California State
"This is relatively new in the
University and College Chan Greek system," he said. "We're
cellor's office, adminstration trying to show the community
officials said.
that Greek Week is not just all
Executive dean for facilities fun. There is some seriousness."
during fall quarter, said Lan planning Douglas Gerard said he
BY KAREN GRAVES
Tuesday night the Greeks
dreth.
Dally Stall Writer
expected a decision within two to indulged in water fights with the
This money was given to the three weeks.
The full impact on Cal Poly of
help of balloons and hoses.
anticipated reductions from CSUC to be distributed "to
"I really can't second-guess
proposition 13 will not be ex lessen the negative impact of what's going to happen," he
perienced until next year, said enrollment declines and budget said.
James Landreth, director of restrictions on the instructional
Gerard said getting approval
programs and, to the maximum for a Greek-letter row would be a
business affairs.
This is due to the 1979 passage extent feasible, to lessen the difficult process and would in·
of AB 1173 introduced by John negative impact on the upward volve a major change in CSUC
Greek Week, pledging, the
Vasconcellos, (D-Santa Clara mobility and affirmative action policy.
benefits and disadvantages and
County) which provides the programs.
"A change in policy of this purposes of fraternities and
Because of this funding, some
California State University and
magnitude will be difficult to sororities will be some of the
Colleges system with $2 million departments received more sell,'' the executive dean said.
topics discussed May 8 on
in funding not anticipated in the faculty positions than an
Cal Poly has two parcels of KCPR's Open Channel at 6 p.m.
budget for the 1979-80 academic ticipated. Verlan Stahl, foreign land that could accomodate a
Tune into 91.3 FM to hear host
year. The benefits were realized language department head, said Greek-letter row-an area Rebecca Felig explore the Greek
his department got enough
system with her guests from t�e
additional funding to allow six between Slack Street and Grand Intrafraternity and Panheleruc
part-time teachers to teach full Avenue and one between councils.
Highland Drive and Santa Rosa
time this quarter.
Listeners are encouraged to
Street.
This funding was distributed
call
544-4640 to participate in
Gerard said Poly Canyon has
in two phases to campuses
the hour-long show.
throughout the ystem. The been ruled out as a possible site
purpose of this distribution of because it does not have access
"The water fights are unan
funds from the legislature was to to public services such as
nounced until about two nights
See Frats, page 5
See Prop 13, page 12
before they happen, then the
I n t e rfr a t e r n i t y
Council
President sets the date,'' Rat
tigan explained.
"Then all hell breaks loose for
spend
only
three
days
a
week
on
two hours until the cops come
The academic senate, at its
and settle everything down. It's
Tuesday meeting, approved a campus.
Outdoors
resolution that recommends
Senate Chai rman M a x just a kind of harmless little
See pages 6-7
giving teachers more flexibility Riedlsperger said President fun.''
in scheduling their office hours.
Baker has emphasized research
Thursday is the Greek Sing
The resolution, which now as a faculty function.
and the can drive. Prceeds from
Opinion
goes to President Baker, asks
"This (resolution) will give us both go to the Special Olympics.
See pages 2-3
that teachers be allowed to I
The Greek Sing will be in
juggle the five hours a week th_ey larger blocks of time for writing
'and
research,"
he
said.
Chumash Auditorium at 7:30
are required to spend on office
Sports:
ine senators voted against p.m. Admission is $2.50 for
hours.
Hard luck
Presently teachers must the resolution. Alan Foutz (Crop students and $3 for the public.
schedule an office hour every Sci.) said the faculty has a
"Each house enters into a
ptiching gem
weekday. The resolution limits a responsibility to be on campus singing type of competition,"
teacher's schedule to two office every day.
shines
"With budget cuts, it's im Rattigan explained, "This is also
hours a day. this would make it
See page 10
possible, if the teaching schedule portant to maintain an· image a new phase of Greek Week, but
See Greeks, page 5
is agreeable, for a teacher to outside the campus,'' Foutz said.
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frat proposal
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It's our move

Chalk one up for the good guys-the raid by British
commandos of the Iranian embassy in London early this
week was a courageous and heroic victory. Thanks to the
daring of government officials there, the hostage siege which
could have dragged on as long as the seizure of the American
embassy in Iran, was ended quickly.
Throughout the world the British are being congratulated
for the move, which ended the holding of Iranian hostages by
their own militant countrymen, in six days. Many feel it is
time countries whose own lands and property are being used
as political playgrounds for foreign battles should protect
themselves by flexing their military muscle. That was the
choice Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher made when the
militants began toying with the hostages by planning to
murder them and throw them out on the London streets one
by one until their demands were met. Thatcher wasted no
time in organizing her forces and putting a stop to the in
solent outburst.
There is a lesson to be learned from the tragedy in London:
When undiplomatic foreign coutries choose to invade other
lands and bring killing and destruction with them, it is time
to use force to stop them. As seen with our own troubles in
Iran, it is obvious negotiations and diplomacy seem to bring
nothing but prolonged agony. Such talks put us on the
defensive and give terrorists the leverage to call the shots.
Although military action does not always bring the op
timum outcome to such acts of terrorism, it seems the only
way to handle this new breed of terrorists who stop at
nothing to fulfill their demands.
And how will this new development on the Iranian front
effect our own hostage problem in Iran? It seems we too have
tried everything, including military action, to rescue the
Americans-but to no avail.
The experiece in London has shown us that innocent
countries caught up in foreign problems have the power to
stop them-it's time that those preyed upon use that power.

Mental Vagrancy

By Manuel Luz

Ethnic protest

To The Editor:
This letter is in reference to the article
published in Mustang Daily Api:il 23,
1980 concerning the protest by the
ethnic students on campus. Whomever
the editor was who vociferously and
ruthlessly mangled the interview with
· me, and subtly attempted to cover up
the real intent of the protest should be
removed.
The real intent of the protest, not
rally, was to change the attitudinal
viewpoints of the students and com·
munity of San Luis Obispo from one of
neglect to one that is inclusive of race
consciousness. The main point was to
change attitudes, so that when students
here at Cal Poly and community
members are in a position of child
raising, they will not perform their duty
with the same racist attitudes that their
parents raised them with, however
blatant, subtle or non-binding they may
appear to be.
White America has through history
tried to subjugate and not recognize
anything other than what they did. This
institution, for example, teaches us that
history, math, engineering, and ar·
chitecture, just to name a few, began
somewhere in Greece or in Europe. In
fact, if you had been taught the truth,
you would know that none of those
fields oringinated in those places;
rather, the men to whom the world
attributes these great contributions
learned those fields of study in (guess
where?) Africa.
So now we clearly see. Since the white
race has denied reality from that point,
it is easy to see why most white people
today, as a result of that steal, live in a
sort of paradoxical paranoia about
people of color, especially black people.
It is only when the white race's
consciousness and awareness is raised
to a level of acceptance of reality, and
denial of filth, will the white race truly
be able to accept themselves and those
around them.
In closing. black people on this
campus will never again revert to a
pacifist stance. There will be many more
protests and demonstrations to ac·
complish what we set out to do, to make
people aware of reality.
James Patton
President, United Black
Student Awareness Council

Medicine
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Letters

Editors:
"Generic Medicines Best Buy" may
seem a catchy title, but it is not com
pletely accurate in all situations.
Beverly Brintnall made some good
points but left out several concepts
equally important. The generic name is
the common name which chemicals go
by and brand names are trade mark
items registered in the U.S. Patent
Office.
I am directly involved with the
purchasing of drug . I have worked with
drug
tandards, recalls, recall
procedures, contracts, generic selection,
therapeutic selection, FDA recalls,
company recalls, voluntary and in
voluntary recalls, branded generics and
the Drug Defect Reporting Program.
I am always looking for the best
material for the best price, placing the
patient's health first. There are con·
sideration I mu t make which few
people would understand unless they
are al o working regularly in phar
macology.
There are ituations in which generic
equivalence is very appropriate and I
make use of thi . Other drugs with
··generic equivalence.. are not actually
equivalent, as there may be additives or
undetected chemical contaminants
present. Examples: fungus in im·
properly manufactured cough yrups,
and impuritie in tetracycline possibly
cau ing permanent kidney damage.
All drug are not bio-equivalent
(having the same biologic effect), and
people taking the e drug may be at risk

if they are from different �1
turers. To further complicate tbe
ture, there are companies who
in manufacturing drugs for
companies with the latter's "' ,.,,�
names already on the product.
It is true the Food and ¾g
ministration requires certain st
levels of effectiveness and PUtity
the enforcement is similar to· '
speeding tickets. Everyone wbo ifllrwllJllllll
e.ceive a ticket, and
will n
control is not a "standard" thing_'-.::ti..,,,..
A brand name does not 0"11111,_A
quality, and generics do not n,
indicate lesser quality. Ask
pharmacist about various brandsbef
making a decision, as he has a
background in the subject. The
expensive can sometimes be the
expensive way to go, as sever�
cases have shown.
DarrellF.
Director of Pharmacy
Cal Poly Health

ME hassle

Editors:
Being Cal Poly students for tht
four years has been educational
lot of fun. Being seniors in
mechanical engineering dep�
getting to be a real hasle.
We are at the point now whEn
must have the right classes at the ·
times in order to graduate on sch
This often necessitates adding
classes at the expense of dro ·
others or changing sections.
problem has been magnified by
introduction of computer registrs11!l·u...A
In other words, Dr. Gordon'sn
commandment isn't going toe
anyone's graduation, only prolong·
he still insists on discouraging st..........
from shopping around, here's
suggestio n of the best metb
Eliminate the class room numbm
times from the fall schedule. If 1a st
wants a class badly enough, be Jfind'
Bruce L. Stan:
JamesO.An
Kenneth W. Hollen
Ron F.Co
DeanJat;

Implications

Editors:
.
This is a commentary on \
Ahren des' s e ditoria l, entitl
"Casu alties: Carte r Too?" .
Ahrendes made some interesting-"'--•
in the article; however, he 0
emphasized if not totally mi�
political implications for
Carter.
Politically, �1r. Carter is heh!,
countable for the unsucces fu1 �
Iran to release the 50
hostages, and unfo rtun ately,
t nd
Americans, we have a strong e
to find failure as totally una hn•Ac:ti(
This is what appears to be .,. . : . fine
basis for drafting his editor ' th
However, for a variety of . 1
(paraphrasing Monday·s ··Revtt
Outlook" in the Wall Streeet JolJ/f,
the American public has backed
rescue mission attempt and. 5 1
President Carter for making f
decision. Statistically, 70 percento
American public approved 0�1
mission and would support
military rescue attempts.
Concerning political implicaoonl.
President Carter, this wa oneofUJI
strong leadership sign� t hat � lllyse
initiated and the American pub � us
responded positi ely. Though I aJllaJ¢ Or
strong overall supporter of Cd
ed
politics. I person�y r� pect an
lbe ,
little fault with hi dect. on. ��
are based on risk and failure 15 p8!
accepting the responsib�ty to 1 ·
decisions .• ty only qualm 1 th;��
President Carter would ho .
of inertia in other area of hi. pO
realm.

a g_O_la -ly_T_h_u rs _d_a_y,_M_ _y
a _ 8_,_19_8 _0__________P_a_g_e_3
,,,_-----::�:--:---:-:------::---- ----M-u-s t�-n

Don't let them lay there

bit and run occured Sun ?ay. It went
police a�d un· rted by campus
�_by the busy students passing by
h for the
.0roken leg made 1t toug
but he
de,
A_ to crawl to the roadsi
v.ithout the usual cries_ for help;
,he plain sense of survival. One
rerned, bewildered bicyc�st watched
the California grey sqwrrel pulled
#foff the road, lapped some water in
gutter and staggered to bushes next
president Warren �aker's house. .
I ,onder if there's a vet I can take 1t
asked the student, who escorted the
off the road.
:urc.aa:111"
•\1CtIID,

.

:f

Not really. Where would he take it,
and who would pay? "But there's got to
be something we can do.·· he said.
There is; tell people to be more careful
when they drive. watch out for the little
beast scurrying across the road. It's
spring, you know and they want to get
to the their side.
Think of it: a squirrel unable to join
his friends in the trees, unable to collect
acorns for food or fend for itself. If the
internal injuries don't kill it, some
predator probably will.
No county agency cares for hurt wild
animals. The Animal Regulation Center
will assist dog and cat emergencies, and

it removes dead skunks. Also. the
Department of Fish and Game removes
hurt deer.
- ARC Director Robert Dollahite said
the agency handled about 20 such calls a
week in 1979. About 80 percent of those
were road kills.

Author Jay Alling is a senior en
vironmental biology major and
Mustang Daily Co-Editor.
•
Professor Aryan Roest said the
chances of hurt game surviving depend
on how badly the animal is hit. But he
said human efforts often don't help wild
game-they die from the stress of being
confined. One bird with a broken wing,
tended to by the Cal Poly biology
department, seemed in good condition
one day, but Roest said it was found
dead the next morning-probably a
victim of stress.
For wild animals, the best medicine is
preventative; drive carefully. A squirrel
unable to climb a tree is like a journalist
who can't type. Remember it's spring
the beasts want to get to the other side.

Daily policy

We are all .hostages

the year we have suffered for
. we do not understand.
':tical wars, needless deaths, social
tes, ecological calamities and
defeat all come to mind and
te to today' irritations-minus
dected specifics.
:dering the present world menu
. ts. it is no wonder we indulge and
1:1 our death-defying distractions
soften the hard new . Our
- ions-for example, television,
have guided us to parallel a wall
· seemingly little hope of
ation.
�r· �= find comfort in distractions than
� � the harsh world head on. We are
it much easier to run from our
· but running leads us to
ion. Exhaustion then leads us to
t our greatest fears and to
them.
··. en Liitle had nothing to fear but
itself. He thought the sky was
, hu t I get the impression that
genie industrial flakes, Sky-Lab,
ters and cargo transports are
, along with the rocket· s red glare
the bombs bursting in air. I have to
111Yself is the sky really falling in
us or is the ground beginning to
·Or both?
le distract ourselves from the fact
tee world is a hazardous place to
world bl!comes more hazardous.
run we find fewer place to go.
c have been countless prophesies
edict the ultimate fate of things,
ve found that one fact of reason
more than all the proofs of

It is reasonable to say that the
current trend of our direction is poin
tless, unless we are ready for an
unexpected grave.
We have been labeled ··'a disposable
society," and the more I think about it,
the more it becomes true. We treat life
as a thrown away hamburger and we
treat other people· s lives as the ham
burger's wrapper.
If we are a disposable society we must
have disposable thoughts and
disposable modus operand.is. When we
have exhausted all possible directions,
we have only one course of action; that
is. to promote the success of a dream.
As time slips by, we can no longer

The policy of Mustang Daily regar
ding letters and submitted material
such as letters and press releases onside
of the newspaper staff is as follows:
Mustang Daily encourages reader
comments on new stories, opinion
pieces, and editorials.
Letters should be submitted to the
Mustang Daily office in Graphic Arts
building 226, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays
or by mail to Editor, Mustang Daily,
GrC 226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
93407. Letters must include the writer's
signature and social security number.
Editors reserve the right to edit
letters for length, style, and libel.
Letters should be kept as brief as
possible. Inordinately long letters will
not be printed.
Press releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the news editor in
the Mustang Daily office or by mail. All
releases should include a phone number
and name where further information
may be obtained.
Editors reserve the right to limit,
condense, rewrite and edit press releases
and make judgements based on their
news value .
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Correction
It was erroneously reported in the
Wednesday, April 30 article "Generic
medicines best buy.'· that Safeway
aspirin is a generic drug. It is brand
named.tug.
In the same article, generic drugs
should have been referred to as generic
equivalents. Also, there is no generic
equivalent for antihistamines, but the
buyer may read the label for ingredients
and choose the best buy of brands for
that drug.
In the story "Huff, bumping heads
with apathy, runs alone," it was
wrongly reported the candidate would
apply for law school this fall. Huff said
he will apply in fail. 1981.

a

By Mark Lawler

Frawls
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Author Loren Schneiderman is a
senior journalism major
afford to wait to usher in the unex
pected and seemingly impossible. A
concentrated effort toward the peaceful
revolution is in order and unavoidablly
correct.
Peace is a concept whose times has
come, but the world is so totally against
peace. The world is so against all
workable solutions. Conflict is the
distraction to resolution, and we avoid
resolution because it is final.
\\'hile we continue our dailv run, I
want to leave you with one po.iiit that I
hope ·will jog your heart: we are all
hostages in this world and have no
physical means of leaving, therefore we
must make our demands. Peace is the
only direction worth worlting toward.

OpiniOn
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Nuclear fusion problems, promise told by engine�r .:

Fuel abundant, but research needed
BYCHERYLE
JOHNSON

research at the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory,
Daily Staff Writer
current
ex p l a i n ed
Amid the m i n gl e d technology and future
aromas of fresh coffee and trends in the U.S. fusion
doughnuts, nearly 80 program in his April 24
people recently jammed lecture.
p o nsor ed
by
into an Engineering East
the
cla sroom designed to hold Electric Power Institute. a
half that number to hear privately funded unit of
about the future of nuclear the univer ity which acts
fu ion.
as a link betw n Cal Poly
Cal Poly Preside nt and the power industry,
Warren Baker leaned in the Smith sp nt mo t of his
doorway with several lecture time explaining the
others while Dr. Adrian highly technical functions
"Chip..
mith, Jr.. a of the variou
fusion
co n s ult ant 10 f usion r ea cto r s
s h ow n
1n
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TUESDAY EVENING
*** MAY 13 ***

THE GREAT AMERICAN
MELODRAMA PROUDLY PRESENTS

JOHN HARTFORD
COLD BEER

all tickets
$5.50 in advance & $6.50 at door
shows at
6:30 & 9:30
(door open 30 min. early)
tickets now on sale at

SNACKS

Cheap Thrills
�d
_

THE MELODRAMA BOX OFFICE
,\-\aster harge and i a accepted by phone
(1\\el drama box office only)

TICKET INFORMATION 489-2499
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diagram during a slide
seguence.
mith, who is also a
me mbe r of PG & E's
n ucl ea r
en g i n e e r i ng
department, explained the
similaritie and differences
bet ween the Tokama k
Fusion ystem, which is
based on confining the
r ea ct o r·s f u e l w i t h
m agn et s ,
and other
systems which use mirrors.
Although each of the
reactors shown differed in
size, shape and con cept, all
had one major aspect in
c o m mo n:
they were
designed to produce energy
�y "fusing" atomic par
ticle , or nuclei, from the
lighte t atomic elements.
Fusion reactions are
much more difficult to
obtain tha n fission reac
tions, said Smith. One
major difficulty in ob
taining the fusion reaction
is in bringing the nuclei of
the atom s close enough Dr. Adrian Smith, Jr. of Lawrence Livermore
together so that they will Laboratories explains technical problems which
must be solved to make nuclear fusion a practical
combine.
The other major problem power source. Smith spoke at Cal Poly April 24.
is that because the par
ticles hav e the sam e
positive charges, they have such as tritium, cannot be replaced yearly because of
damage.
no magnetic attraction. overlooked, Smith added.
Like magnets with the
Tritium, which does not
Problems centering on
same charges, they repel occur naturally in the
nuc
l ear
prol if e ra tion
one another.
environment, loses half of
issues,
environmental
Fusion reactions pose its radioactivity in 12½ factors and cost must also
other difficulties as well, y e a r s , s a i d S m i t h. be examined, Smith stated.
said Smith, who obtained Plutonium, a common fuel
"I think we have to be
his doctorate in electrical used in fission reactors
such
as
the
one
at
Diabl
o
real
istic about its (fusion's)
engineering from Cornell
Cany
on,
takes more than limitations," he said.
University in 1976. The
24,00
0
years
to lose half of
biohazard potential of
But deuterium, or heavy
slightly radioactive fuels its radioactivity.
hydrogen, is a fuel which
Another problem occurs can be extracted from
when the wails of the inexpensive and available
vacuum chamber closest t,o sea water and which offers
the fuel come in contact v i r tua l l y
l i m itl e s s
with it, said mith. That po ibilitie for fusion· fuel,
wall would hav to be said Smith.

En o u g h deutet-•
1
exists, he aid. to Sq
the world" current�
demands for about
billion year .

Lack of involvemeiit
the part o f utilit·
1
however, could pose •
greate t obstacle to t
continued _devel�orne11t
c
fusion, SIDith said.

"We can't lose sig11 t
the fact that, just beca.
it offers a limitless enei
supply, that it will
automatically accepteq
industry," said Smith,\\••
went on to state that
far as he knows, PG &
t h e only utility t
become directly involverj.
the fu ion develop
program.

E: .

Sm ith is curreo.tJ
working for PG & E in t
analysis of what are t
er
med "small-sized
reversed mirror fusi
reactors" to see wheth
such devices can be
into existing utility po"'
grids.
According to Smith,
far there has been
controlled fusion react1
experiment which has
commercially meaningful.

B e c ause
of t
technological difficulti
involved, Smith sai
conservative estimat
predict no fusion react
will evolve from th
current U.S. efforts unt
the next century.

If America wants fusi
power sooner, it sho
speed up developme • give
t hro ugh s m all-seal
facilities. Smith stated.
"We all face an ener
cns1s of unprecedent
importance," he isaid.
"Fifty years
to wait."

L
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Once-common diseases dying out

ttWhen Die Wolhiire hod
,

its premiere in 1876, the critics
loued it. On that note, I poured
myself O Grenzquell."
-R. Wagn ,

Gr< n:qudl 1 <>n< ,,1 ,crman\· rrermum �er, In ·an. 1 · , hn:hh rccardt>d b
the, f<''<'f\ <' 11 I, r J'( 1.11 ,- , n,
, ,·r year of<' rencn,,· m 1hc an crea11ni: a tint" narnral ht: r h.1,
1!1H n Gn.·n:qudl a tlav r nch 1,·1 mdl 11 A tl,ll<>r 1ha1 rdl,
H1u 1, uh t"\crv 1p 1har 1h1, d.w 1<. indeed. ,pec1al And
Gr ·n:qudl t ;wa,lahle tn a ,uperb dark Pilsner a,, well
. 1i you've got 1mechin11 commc up 1hat call,
t r a t<"all peCJal beer IT) on,· German, drm · n
pe 1al, ·ca 1 >n. Gr,•n:quell \\'ai.:ncr "ould ha, e
arrlaudcd I our deo I :l

i

11:�rman
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ATLA 'T
(AP)
cienlific advances have
made the once-common
di ·e a ses o f tetanus ,
whooping cough and,
diphtheria so rare that
many phy ·ician. will never
have to treat them, ac·
cording to a leading public
health official.
ucce sful campaign ·
also have been conducted
again t polio and smallpox.
And now scientist are
setting their sight on the
elimination of what was
once an expected illne s for
the
most children
measles.
"T h i s is r e a l ly a
te timonial to what 1s
happening· in our own
time," Dr. �'illiam H.
Fo ge. director of the
national Center for Di ease
ontrol, said in an in
tervi w.
" mall po.· i one which
we can :afely ay that we
will nevl'r :ee again. Polio
is a di ease which most.
doctor · v.-iU never see
again.
"I think that the va t
majority of clinicians in
thi country will never ee
tetanu . There are less
than 100 cases a year,"
Foege said. "Diphtheria.
\Ve've had one case this
year.
"Pertu sis whoophing
cough. That i occurring
than 100 time a
le
month. A phy. ician has

less than one chance in 200
of seeing ·a case of
whooping cough in a given
year."
Among the physicians in
thi country who recall the
polio epidemics of the
1950 is Dr. Julius 8.
Richmond. now the U.S.
surgeon general.
"Polio occupied 50
percent of my time during
my private practice in the
l 950s. It made the closing
of swimming pools and
theaters an annual ex
pectation," Richmond said
in a telephone interview
from Washington.
"This year, we will mark
the 25th anniversary of the
discovery of the Salk

vaccine b Dr. Jonas '
and the lat.er y;ork of
Albert Sabin,·• he sai
"As a result of their
we n ow have fe
paralytic polio ca� �
decade than we had d
some days in the wl
1950s.'·
Mea les is now
mos
the
s idered
threatening of chil
contagious diseases, F
said. and the public h
goal is to eliminate it
the end of 19 2.
At one time, alrno
everyone had the meas!
Because of immunizati
however, there are no
generally only abo
25,000 cases a year.

SA FRA CISCO (AP)
- Democrat Alan Cran
ston is doing a much better
job representing California
in the U.S. Senate, than
S .1.
Re pu b l i c a n
Hayakawa. according to
the latest California Poll.
In a survey of a cross
section of 1,012 adult
Californians, 31 percent
rated Cranston as doing a
good or excellent job,
compare d with 21 per cent
for Hayakawa.
Sixteen per cen t said
Cranston wa doing a poor
or very poor job. compared
with 40 percen t for

Hayakawa. Thirty-thr
percent said Cranston 111
doing a fair job. com
with 28 perc ent f
Hayakawa.
Pollster
fervin
said Cranston ·s job rar
has improved since he
office in 1969. But it h
dropped below his high
rating of 43 percent
or excellent last August.

Cranston beats Hayakawa in

Hayakawa ha dro��
in popularity from 8 -.
percent good or ex rPlle
rating found in a poU i!k
two month after he t
office in 19i7.

t
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ith,
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Mustang Daily

Election results

orama club
J be a

Candidates, campaign
workers, and anyone in
terested are invited to hear
the final election results
tonight at 9 in UU 217.
This will be the first and
official results pronounced.

breakfast
rs an�
• for membe
._ of Alph a Psi
th e h on or ary
ey's
�ety, at F arl
t 00 Saturday at
All int erested are
:oattend.

Vollyball

poly Bands

Sign-ups are now being
taken for the intramural
mixed doubles volleyball
tournament, to be at Avila
Beach on Saturday, May
17. Cost per team is $2, and
t-shirts will be awarded as
prizes. Deadline for sign
ups in Room 104 of the PE
Building is May 13.

5pring concert of the
�y Bands will be
, Saturday, May
Ch u ma s h
at 8:15 p.m.
admission is $3,
Sl.50.

Council for • the
of business will
� officers for the
q acad emic year on
y, May 14. All
students are
to attend in Room
if the Architecture
,
. at 5:30 p.m.

water and
sy s t e m .
· g a Greek-row
solve the problems
are facing in
· Obispo, he said.
fraternities that
complaints from
s must learn to
db their surroun
eid Gerard.
:date Dean
for
1 Services, Robert
said he doubted
Chancel lor's office
give the go-ahead,

Newman forum
An interfaith forum
be presented by
Newman Community
Friday at 7:80 p.m. in
220. There will be no
mission charge.

will
the
on
UU
ad-

but the issue is still "up in
the year air.''
Timone knew of no
university in the country
that has established such
facilities on state lands.

Cali fornia
t a te
University, Long Beach,
w h i ch r equ e sted t h e
decision, is also looking at
the
possi bility
of
establishing a Greek-letter
row.

Thursday, May 8, 1980

,.

. Newscope
Europe slides

"Europe:
A
Visual
Odyssey" is the title of a
slide show that will be
shown by the UU Travel
Center on Tuesday, May
13, in UU 220 at 8 p.m. The
free show includes travel
catalogues and refresh·
ments.

Carnal Knowledge

Tau Beta Pi will present
movie
Carnal
the
Knowledge in Chumash
Auditorium on Sunday at 7
and 9:15 p.m. Cost is $1.

Yearbook sales

y.

olympiad, at Port
· consists of track
fl!ld events in the
the car rally, each
ii given a set of in
to decipher that
. t them to an
destination.
are judged on
mileage.

! have the money to
program but we
ve the funds for
lt'Dgram with Cal
said Hoyt Cham
educational director
�ens Colony.
bli ss
the
said
with Cuesta was
ell. The more
the prisoners
the better, he
PTisoners are very
in obtaining a
m Cal Poly. They
. to be taking the
ead of wasting
were very let
t as I was, when
am was post·
'd Kerbo.
and Joe Munoz,

''The crew races are
probably the most exciting
part of Greek Week. They
are the highlight of all the
activities.''

Each frater nity and
group of little sisters has a

part-time social worker at
Cal Poly, hope to teach at
the prison. Kerbo said
after the program gets
going, they expect more
Cal Poly teachers to join
them.
"To have the prisoners
admitted to the university
we have to get the ap·
proval of the different
departments on campus.
We may have a little
trouble with this. People
may say that they're in
prison, why should they
get an education," said
Kerbo.
But to Kerbo, it comes
down to one reality: "I feel
it's o they don't go back
to what they were.•:

Recreation Club

Mothers
just love
jewelry!
Give the Mom in your life something very
pcc,al this Mother's Day. Flowers and candy
are nice, but a beautiful piece of jewelry
will expre!.s your love every hme she puts ii
on. She deserves it.

the GOLD CONCEPT
Designers of Fine Jewelry

Downtown San (uis Obisro. in the

Ren

Thinking back, Rattigan
said, "Theta Chi has won it
the last three or four
years.

Senator seeks
to stop Iranian
prof promotion
SACRAMENTO(AP)
Lo u
St a t e
Sen.
Cusanovich, R-Woodland
Hills, said today he will try
to block the promotion of
Iranian United Nations
Ambassador
Mansour
F a r hang
to
a
full
at
p r o f es s o r s h i p
S a c r a m en to
S tate
University.
Cusanovich
said
he
planned to urge university
officials to reject a faculty
r e c orn·
co m mi t tee
mendation that Farhang, '
who is on leave of absence
from the university, be
promoted from associate to
f u l l p rof e s s o r .

etwork

sance Fair

All clubs, organizations,
Sororities, and Fraternities
interested in participating in

San Luis Obispo's
La Fiesta weekend

"Five people can chug
five beers in as fast as 15 to
20 seconds," Rattigan
said.

Following the crew races
are the Greek Week
awards. A trophy is
presented to the team with
the best combined scores
for the olympiad, car rally,
tub races, and crew races.

The NRM club will meet
today at 11 a.m. to discuss
o f f i cer
n o m i n ation s,
barbecue/softball on May
11 and other upcoming
events. The meeting will be
in Science B-5.

Applications for the
Study Abroad program to
New Zealand are due May
15. The program is open to
any student in the School
of Agriculture and Natural
Resources who is a junior
by Feb. 1 981. Forty-five
units of credit are given.
For more information, call
546-2935.

Gerard said his "very
optimistic guess" is that
establishing a Greek-letter
row would take five years.

five-member team. Each
member chugs a 16-ounce
can of beer, one right after
the other. The best time
wins.

NAM meeting

New Zealand

San Luis Obispo has
made offers, however, to
help the university to
provide such services, said
Timone.

page 1

"Each house enters a
r eg ular
b a t h t u b,
modified," Rattigan said,
explaining the tub races.
"They do it in qualifying
heats, two tubs at a time.
Those tubs can really get
hauling down that hill"

The Health Center will
give free birth control
workshops every Tuesday
from 3 to 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday from 1 to 2:30
p.m. The workshop is in
The Recreation Club will .
Room 115.
elect new officers today at
their meeting in Science E47 at 11 a.m.

row is the state has little
available land with access
to public services, Timone
said.

"The wheels of the state
One of the probfems with
an on-campus fraternity · roll very slowly." he added.

The tub race down the
ornamental horticulture
hill and the crew races
wrap up the week on
Sunday.

Birth control

Yearbooks are now on
sale daily in the UU Plaza
at 11 a.m. Last day to buy
your yearbook is May 15!
Cost is $12.50.

reeks
� around at other
People can write
own songs or do a
!I version of other
Believe it or not,
ue some pretty top
oerformers."
piad, car rally,
dance all happen

Pages

MAY 17th AND 18th
please contact

Charlie De/Martini
544-1470
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Charlie Fruit
544-7070

8-4(.�

SPEEDY BURGER

BREAKFAST BURRITO
4 Delicious
Kinds

Try 'Em All!

Breakfast Sale Hours from 7:30-11:00 am
Sun. 9:00-11:00 am
We're open till midnight everyday
Fri. and Sat. till 2:00 am
Foothill and Santa Rosa SLO
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Morro seals SI)

Big Sur landowners
fight Cranston bill

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
- Residents of the scenic
Big Sur coastline Tuesday
announced the formation
of an organization to fight
proposed legislation that
would allow the federal
government to increase it
holdings in the area.
Spokesmen for the new
Big Sur Coalition said the
group will be an umbrella
organization uniting local,
state and national efforts

to protect the coast from
"massive bureaucratic
management.•·
At issue i legislation
propo ed by Sen. Alan
Cranston, D-Calif., which
would permit the Forest
Service to acquire lands
outside the boundaries of
the Los Padres National
Fore t. which border on
Bi g S u r. C u r r e ntly
limit d to
acquisition
3,000 acres.

i

••

''Notice''
Student Special

All Style cuts $8.00
All Perms $25.00
Victorino's Plazza Salon

544-4400
2040 Parker St. 8:30
cut

15%

to 5:00

OFF tHE COST

of

TAa·s
>> >> FORM-COR << <<
our r�g Price
that

Project at

$2o75sht.

specially Priced

sale ends 5/17/8

$2034 sht.

Dennis Walther (at left) and Victor Maratas
examine a solar collector displayed at the first
solar olympics, held Saturday in Mitchell Park.

Solar inventions
displayed in SLO
BY BILL BROCK

There were strange
things h a p pen ing a t
�1itchell park in downtown
San Luis Obispo on May
Vnlttrsu, SouM•. S. l. 0.
3-"Sunday" fell on a
Saturday and the Olym
---------------------• pies were held after all.
The occasion was
sponsored by the Central
Coast Sun Group and solar
energy was the prevailing
theme. Dimitre Ramus, a
key figure in the Sun
Group, said 11 different
central coast businesses
exhibited solar collectors
and competed in the
w o r l d's f i r s t S o l a r
Olympics. All display
collectors were put into
operation between noon
and 2 p.m. and the winner
was determined on a heat·
per-<iollar basis.
In addition to the Solar

Olympics, the Central
Coast Sun Group sho ed
films and slides in the
senior citizen center ad
jacent to the park.
Ramus said he hopes
local building contractors
will become more aware of
the un Group and th
benefits of solar power.
As Ramus put it, ''As
conventional energy co ts
rise, the cost of olar
energy will fall. There is no
question that solar power
can compete with oil."
Vic tor 1-larata , an
exhibitor at the event,
agreed with Ramus and
added, "It is a re ource
which
be
cannot
overlooked."
The Central Coast un
Gr o u p h o l d s weekly
meetings on Wednesday
evenings at 7;30 in the
ECO-SLO building.

WASHI GTO (AP) The House on Wedne d
approved a $611.8 billio
1981 spending plan that
projects the first balanc d
federal budget in 12 year
The budget, approved on

a 225-193 vote, drew most
of its support from
Democrat . It comes at a
time of increa ing concern
that a severe recession
could make balancing the
1981 budget impossible.

TECHNICAL ART and
BOOK CENTER

Dally Staff Writer

WOK
COOKERY
BOOKS

EJCorrol

in the Cooking Section

INTERVIEWING OR GRADUATING?
LEARN HOW TO CHANGE YOUR LOOK
FROM COLLEGIAN TO PROFESSIONAL.
•

House approves budget

-·- - -)--1-\-,

BY SUSAN MEE
Daily Stall Writer

At two and a half
months, Bertie Baby can
swim by herself. She
consumes 24 ounces of raw
fish-four times a day
and is doing her best to
avoid getting her fur
soiled. Bertie is an ex·
ceptional baby, even for a
sea otter.
Bertie Baby is the latest
addition to the eal and. ea
lio n f a m i l y a t the
arium gift shop in
rvtorro Bay. The proud
foster parents, Dean and
Bertha Tyler, run the only
rehabilitation center for
injured and abandoned
mammals on the Central
Coast. But unless the
Tyler' win their battle
aga i nst
the
f ederal
government, they will have
to close down.
The Tylers are fighting
the governement on their
violation of the Animal
Welfare Act of 1968.
However. according to
Mrs. Tyler, it wasn't until
last October that an of
ficial came to enforce the
regulation.
"Eleven years have
pas ed since the law was
written, and now all at
once they want to enforce
it," Mrs. Tyler said.
Government officials
have told the Tyler to re
design and enlarge the size
of the mammal's pools. If
the Tylers don't comply
with the decision, they face
federal fines or the chance
that the seals will be taken
away.
The regulation only
applie to mammals on
Seals living atth
public view.
Dean Tyler, are
According to Mr. Tyler,
federal govern
if they give the seals to the
their home and
state and become a total
rehabilitation center. the
larger.
izes of the pools would
Department of Fish
then be adequate.
"But who would want to Game, often brings
give them up," said Mr. stranded and inju
Tyler.
mammals to the 'fy
Out of the eight mam According to Hardy,
mals at the Morro Bay government should
home, two sea lions belong provision in the law
to the Tylers. The seal lions existing facilities
were purchased prior to the determine their ad
1972 Marine Mammal Act.
"The act is just
Because The Aquarium feasible here,·· said H
charges admission and "They even want
exhibits the mammals, the provisions made for
1968 Act is applied.
thquakes and h
"You can do anything in How ofen do
rehabilitation," Mrs. Tyler hurricanes?"
s a i d .' 'T h e r e
is
no
Dr. A r y a n Roe
regulation. We do both
exhibit and rehabilitation professor of mammal
w o r k an d w e e v e n says the govern�
should not just b
educate."
Bob Hardy, a marine apply the regulation to
biologist
with
t h e Aquarium.

Olde Port Inn
At Merle. 'orman, \1,c'U give you
a new, more profc 1onal look for
your new life. Our �au1y adv, ors
will teach you hov. 10:
I. Open your eyes wu h color, 2. hape
your lips oltly, 3. Contour your face, 4.
rare a wh le new ch mate for your skin .
• \crlc ·orman !1as one of1he mo t �auufully
programmed makeup and skin care
collections in the world. Come
to Merle orman for your profe. 1onal
makco\·cr. Toda;!
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Nature hikes and talks

the injured mammals than
nothing at all.
"I do think the pools are
adequate. Sure, they could
be bigger, but they've done
quite a lot with what they
..
have.
Mrs. Tyler is sure the
public won't stand for the
closing of The Aquarium.
And she feels the govern·
ment really has little choice
in letting them stay open.
"We are the only
rehabilitation place that
the seals can be brought
to," she said. "And
thousands of people come
just to see the animals,"
Mrs. Tyler has collected
over 3,500 signatures in
support of The Aquarium.
Leon
Congressman
Panetta has supported her
in Congress, she said.
But, the Tylers said they
don't have the "money or
space" to conform to the
Animal Welfare Act. They
recently sent off a letter to
the government asking for
a waiver. And until they
receive an answer, it's just
a matter of waiting and
hoping, along with con·
tinuing their care of and
devotion to the animals,
they said.
"We don't need to do
this. We do it because we
love the animals and that's
Mr .
our reward," said
Tyler.

•

•

Indian Know
hike planned
th by Bertha and
re •:roversy. The
adequacy of
· needs to be
government should
the situation and
regulations and
·on are really
ary.
Some
'•ion sho uld be
the fact that the
have not lost any
als
due
to
te space," said
gh Roest said it
desireable if the
had larger pools,
as better to have
inadequate for

A day hike to Indian
Know will be held by the
ierra Club on Saturday,
May 10.

This trip is open to
everyone and hikers are
e n c o u r a ged to b r i ng
cameras and binoculars.
For more information, call
John Austin at 543-2915.
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Scientific, Mathematical, &other
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We also do Thesis typing
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(will pick up and deliver for a fee.)
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in the salt marsh and
mudflats. Participants will
discuss the animals and
plants of the area. The tour
will meet at the �1orro Bay
Museum of
at ural
History at 1 p.m.
Wednesday, May 14-A
short walk discussing the
great blue heron chicks and
observing their nests will
begin at the Morro Bay
M u s e u m of
atural
History at 10 a.m.
For more information on
these programs. contact
the Morro Bay Museum of
Natural History at 772·
2694.

D a v y B rqw n Campg round , north eas t of
Santa Ynez, is now open,
_
according to a press release
from the
anta Lucia
ranger District.
The campground in the
Sunset Valley of the San
Rafael Wilderness, has 12
farm1y sites, stoves, tables,

Hefner named man of the year

HOLLYWOOD (AP) _
P l a� bo y
·m ag azin
e
pubhsher Hugh Hefner ha
been named "out ·tanding
citizen of the year" bv the
Hollywood Chambe; of
Commerce because of-his

I --..,,

This is the first year such
awards have been given.

•

Mother's Day
and the Blue Dove
*May 11

• Cut and Blow Dry $14.50
• Permanent $27-$35

IJJJJDJL

•Call 544-1213

Open 8-5
Monday• Saturday
774 Palm Street
San Luis Obispo

lpok
What's
Coming
to·
Ii
I San I.pis
i
I 0bispo.
Ii 7-ELEVED.
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one quarter, 9month, & 12month contracts

1543-4950

"per onal and financial
commitments to improve
th e H o llywo od c om .
munity...

Remember...

Quick in-and-out shopping
Fresh hot & cold sandwiches
Hot chocolate & coffee
Slurpee
Fountain soft drinks
Pastries
Snacks

Security Officers!
Close to campus
and shopping areas!
1 Mustang Dr. SLO

,
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C.,Jiforn·l,1�

>,

1301 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo, California

Swimming Pool!
Volleyball Nets & BBQ!
Free Parking!

water and toilets. There i
a fee of 2 a night.
The campground is the
starting-point for the Davy
Brown Trail. The trail,
stoc ked by the California
Department of Fish and
Game, feature waterfall
and an old log cabin once
used by miners.

.................,
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An illustrated talk on
spring wildflowers will be
presented at the Natural
H i s t o ry
A s s o ciati o n
meeting on Tuesday. May
13, at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Steven Timbrook,
education coordinator for
t h e S a n t a B a r ba r a
Botanical Gardents, will
hold the talk at the Morro
Bay Museum of Natural
History.
ature
programs
sponsored by the society
include:
Friday, May 9-a slide
show of the dunes and
plant communities of the
sandspit will be shown at
the M orro Bay State Park
campfire center.
Saturday, May 10-A
docent team will observe
the ecology and geology of
the sand dune ecosystem
during a three mile hike.
The tour will meet at the
William Bros. Market (Los
Osos) parking lot at 9:30
a.m.
Saturday, May 10-At
10 a.m., a two-mile hike
from the saltmarsh to the
chaparral on Black Hill will
meet at Morro Bay State
Park.
Saturday. May 10-A
walk through the oak
forest will include a
discussion on the lifestyle
of the Chumash Indians.
The tour will begin at 10
a.m. at the Los Osos Oaks
Reserve, one-half mile east
of South Bay Blvd on Los
Osos Valley Ro�.
Saturday, May IO
Bring a clamming fork and
fishing license to the
Oceano
C a m p g ro un d
entrance for a Pismo clam
dig from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday, May 10-An
illustrated talk on the
evolution of gray whales
will be given at the Morro
Bay State Park campfire
center at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 11-Mud
shoes are needed for a walk

Davy Brown campsite re-opens
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Nuclear materials hearing urged
SACRAMENTO (AP)
The governor asked federal
officials Wednesday to
hold public hearings in
Ca l i fo r n i a
before
regul ation s o n t r a n·
s p o rting
radio activ e
materials are adopted.
In a letter to Tran·
sportation Secretary Neil
Goldschmidt, Gov. Ed·
mund Brown Jr. said
pr o p o s e d
federal
regulations
would
"preempt state and local

oversight " over moving
radioactive materials.
"...California has reason
to be concerned with and
involved in decisions made
regar ding the tran·
sportation of radioactive
materials," Brown wrote.
"It is important that the
state, county and locaJ
government agencies and
people of the State of
California" be able to
discuss the issue with the
department, Brown said.
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Newsline

Iranians relocating US hosta�
The A OOCUllod Preu

Militants were reported
Wednesday to have moved
a 12th group of American
hostages from the occupied
U.S. Embassy in Tehran to
WASHINGTON (AP) - presidential candidacy another city. Two Iranian
Pressure was building might throw the November l e a d e r s r eje c t e d a
Wednesday on Sen. Ed election into the House of suggestion oy British
ward M. Kennedy and Representatives are using Prime Minister Margaret
George Bush from within a "strategy of fear" to Thatcher that the freedom
thei r own part ies to draw votes away from him. of the U.S. prisoners could
w i t h d r aw f r o m t h e
Texa s D e m o c r a t i c come faster because of the
presidential race after the chairman Bill Goldberg commando raid freeing
latest round of primaries was trying to recruit other
saw them fall further state party chairmen to
behind President Carter join in sending a telegram
.
and Ronald Reagan.
to Kennedy urging him
WASHINGTON (AP)
And Rep. John B. An· "not to continue the
who
futility"
of his campaign The Senate voted over·
derson said those
nt
whelmingly Wednesday to
ende
against
Carter.
claim his indep
confi rm Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie as President
Carter's secretary of state.

Kenn edy pressured to quit

Senate OKs M�skie nominatota

Hostages tell of embassy ordeal
LONDON (AP) - They
sweated in stifling heat
and slept· huddled on the
floor. It was dark all the
time, with curtains drawn
and shutters closed. A
terrorist nervously twirled
a hand grenade around bis
fi nger. A p olice man
refused to take a ha th in
order to conceal a gun he
had hidden under his
uniform.
That is what life was like
inside the besieged Iranian
Embassy while a gang of
Iranian Arab terrorists
held it for six days.
The Daily Mirror
reported that one hostage,

2 TeenBurgers $1.89
NOBODY
WETS YOUR APPETITE
QUITE AS RIGHT
AS
,

Because nobody gives you food like this topped off with
A&W real Draft Root Beer.
Nobody gives you a big,
hot juicy burger topped
with cheese and bacon
called the Teen Burger.TM
Nobody gives you Coney
dogs smothered with our
special sauce. Or our
crispy french fries and
crunchy onion rings.
And nobody, but nobody
else can give you a big,
frosty mug of A&W real
draft root beer. So come on
info an A&W
restaurant today
and wet your
appetite like
you never did
before.

embassy clerk Abbas
Lavasani, 25, "brought
death on himself."
Furious when his captors
chalked "Death to the
Ayatollah" on a wall, the
Mirror said he ignored
pleas from the other
hostages and announced
that he would rather be a
martyr than stay silent.
The terrorists finally led
him to a basement and
shot him, the newspaper
said.
The decision to send
comman dos into the
embassy came shortly
after the terrorists pushed
Lavasani's body out of the
front door Monday. Police
today put the death Loll in
the Embassy siege at
seven-five terrorists and
two hostages. A sixth
terrorist was in custody.
"They were fanatics,"
said Ronald Morris , 46,
handyman at the embassy.
"They would have shot
everybody. I am lucky to
be alive. I have seen some
horrible things."
Another captive, British
Broadcasting Corp. TV
news producter Chris
Cramer. first hostage to be
released after he became ill,
said:
"We all go through life
thinking to ourselves how
are we going to react ...
will we be terribly strong
and brave people if
something awful happens.
I realized I wasn't par·
ticularly
brave or strong
"
The 19 remai ning
hostages freed when
B rit i s h
c o m m an d o s
stormed the embassy were
asked by police not to talk
about certain aspects of
the takeover.

The vote was 94 to 2 to
a p p r o ve
C a r t e r's
nomination of the Maine
Democrat to head the
State Department.
Only Sen. Jesse Hehns,
R- .C., and Sen. Gordon
Humphrey, R-N.H., voted
against the nomination.

KEY WEST, Fla. (AP)
U.S.Marines were called in
Wednesday as thousands
more Cubans ja mmed
shelters short on space and
food in a quickening tide
that has brought over
22,000 "Freedom Flotilla"
refugees to the United
States.
I mmigration officials
processed 4,006 refugees
Tuesday, the third straight
record day, plus another
2,000 by Wednesday af·
ternoon.
U n d e r a state o f
emergency declared by
President Carter, 500
Marines were sent by the
Pentagon to assist 700
ational Guard
Florida
smen trying to keep order
in the refugee camps.
Gen.K.C.Bullard,guard
commander, said the state
troops would remain on
duty temporarily to "in·
sure an orderly tran·
sition."
Meanwhile, he said,
officials were seeking
additional holding areas
for the refugees who have
been crossing the 90-mile
Florida Straits for 2½
weeks.
One abandoned Navy air
hangar housed some 3,800
refu g ees We dnesday.
About 5,000 refugees have
been taken to a tent city at
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Offer Good May 8-23 1980

Good only at these participating A&W Family Restaurants

MORRO BAY

1320 MAIN ST.

SAN LUIS OBISPO
37 4 SANT A ROSA ST.

PISMO BEACH
690 DOLLIVER
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"This is the mom�t
have dreaded for 10 da3r8 .�
Muskie said as the time f�
voting neared. '' 0 t
because of the vote but fo t
the fact that it
saying goodbye to the
Senate."
Senate approval �
only hours after the
Foreign Relation Co!l:l.
mittee gave its approval to
Muskie and sent the
nomination on to the fl0o:r
Muskie testified before t�
panel earlier in the day.

m,

Marines sent into refugee camp

--------•couPoN
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I ranian hostage�
London.
In Milan, Italy. Irq
foreign Minister 54�
Ghotbzadeh was quo�t
s a y i n g t h e l e n�tb
standoff could be �tt
"in an honorable an(! �
ceptable way" once tl/u:..
Iranian parliament
venes. The second ro\lt:),q
parJimentary votin� �
ta
Friday.
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Eglin Air Force Base in the
Florida Panhandle.
Meanwhile, the office of
Rep. John Paul Hani
merschmidt of Arkansas
said the White Honse
planned to send sonie
refugees to Fort Chaffe
Army Reserve base near
Fort Smith. The base was
used for Vietnamese
refugees in 1975.
At Key West, facilities
and
pack e d
w er e
sometimes so short of food
that refugees received onJy
,a single meal a day.
Arguments broke out
when cots and food ran
short at the hangar.

History today
From The A9aociat,d "'-

Today is Thursday, May
8, the 129th day of 1980.
There are 237 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in
history:
On May 8, l�l. the
Mis sissippi River was
discovered by the Spanish
explorer, Hernando de
Soto, at a point near the
present city of Memphis,
Tenn.
On this date;
In 1884, the 33 rd
American president, Harry
S. Truman, was born on a
farm near Lamar, Mo.
In 1942, the Pacific war
battle of the Coral Sea
ended in allied victory, a
cos tly defeat fo r the
Japanese.
In 1972,President ixon
ordered North Vi etnam's
ports mined to hamper
communist shipping.
In 1973, militant Indians
holding the South Dakota
hamlet of Wounded Knee
surrendered to federal
officials, ending a 7o-day
siege.
Ten years ago, President
Nixon told the nation the
troo_p
A m e r ica n
movements into Cambodia
furthered the aims o f
students protesting the
Vietnam war.
ye a r s a g o ,
Five
President Ford reaffirmed
rt
American military suppo
of South Korea. as he
ur
sought to reas ure o
allies in Asia after the
of South Vietnam to
communi ts.

Thursday, May 8, 1980
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SLO Sugarless Shack opens
BY DEBBIE WARREN
Dally Staff Writer

1

'

l

Comparing the dietetic ice cream she
was eating to that offered at Foster's
Old Fashioned Freeze just down the
street. a customer said, ''It's as creamy;
it's just not as sweet-tasting."
Bascom King. a Poly graduate
visiting from Santa Barbara, agreed:
"It is comparable: not as sweet. It's
quite satisfying.,.
King was eating ice cream, along with
about 11 other people, at the Sugarless
Shack. Located at 486 Marsh St. in San
Luis Obispo, the Sugarless Shack offers
a variety of low calorie goodies, ranging
from ice cream sundaes and cream puffs
to cakes and cookies.
The ice cream is made of non-fat milk.
flavorings and saccharine. and, ac-

cording to manager Suzanne Sturges, it
is the favorite item. It is soft serve and
available in vanilla, chocolate or a swirl
of both.
A cup weighing eight ounces ha 50
calories, and prices range from 60 cents
to 1.
�1ost of the patron · at the Sugarl s
hack on this particular unny af
ternoon said the accharine in the ice
cream did not bother them.
Two exceptions were Kathy Bay and
Dale Wold. who both work at the Los
Verdes 1ontessori hool.
Bay said the ·acchatine content does
worry her but she eats it anyway
because "it's a different evil-once in a
while I get the real thing.··
The
an Luis Obi po Sugarless
See Shack, page 12
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Mustang Dally-Dan Stemau

·nt senator Doreen Whiting, a sophomore home economics major,
;5as a television camera operator.

e's not in school for her MRS
.,

·:e
·

BY l\lARY KIRWAN
Dilly Steff Writer

economic maj ors a r e
accused of seeking the
'' but right now finding a
is the furthest thing from
Whiting's mind.
Whiting, a sophomore in home
·cs, "I don't have enough time to
iing and $3,000 (her annual cost
· to school) is too much for
hunting."
ffl.year-old not only carries 1 7
bnt is a student senator, works
::r basketball team, is on a new
ee to involve students in ASI,
recently got a job as a
man and technician at KSB Y-

tlting, who has had two years of
pe experience with Cal Poly's
ball team, said she got the job
"I was at the right place at the
'.

-,;as looking for a job to keep her
::nent for the summer and make car
. She applied at various
ants for waitressing jobs and
eone suggested he apply at
t lucky," . he aid. " 1ost
jobs don't adv rti e when
a job opening because there's
someon who walks in at the

..

.:ng got the job pril JO, and said
da ' "everything wa like a new
... I wa alone b cause the
cameraman was gone. They
me that afternoon and I filmed
night.''
· 's job is confined to the
If he is not filming the an
J ·---- for the 6 and 11 p.m. editions
e . he is b hind the scenes
computers, four videotape
and two projectors, which she
· harde t part.

"There is a lot of commotion before
the deadline. But once it starts, there's
nothing you can do about it because it's
all live coverage."
The home economics major said she
has no time for hobbies.
"But everything I do is a hobby. If it
wasn't fun, I wouldn't do it. I work with
the basketball team for eight hours a
week during the season. It's fun and it's
my way to relax. This job is not going to
be one where I watch the clock either.''
KSB Y employees are mainly Cal Poly
or Cuesta students who get initial ex
perience there and move on elsewhere,
said Whiting.

--

Quarter starts Sept. 22
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Dally Steff Writer

The starting date for fall quarter, once
set at Thursday. September 18, is now
back to Monday, September 22.
The student senate, in its resolution
80-08, wanted to move the starting date
to Thursday to fit in with \Veek of
Welcome activities.
. President Baker agreed at the time. In
a March 7 memo to subordinates he
presented an academic calendar that
started t he fall quarter on Thursday.
In a second memo on April 17 Hazel
Jones. ,rice-president for academic
affairs, presented the new calendar with
a Monday starting date: Her memo
states:
"An effort was made to accommodate
a many of the needs of the various
academic constituencies as possible,
although it was not possible to meet all
the demands."
Larry Voss, executive assistant to the
president. said an academic calendar. no
matter what changes are made, still has
to meet state guidelines for the
maximum and minimum number of
teaching days.
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Hard-luck p_itching gem shines
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BY BARRY SHORTZ
Daily Sports Writer

•

The credentials of Sheila
Langrock, Cal Poly's top
softball hurler would easily
earn her the title of har
dluck picher."

Langrock fashioned a
phenomenal 0. 72 earned
run average, but could only
manage a 10-12 won-loss
record. Langrock pitched
17 games that were
determined by one-run
scores, but that doesn't
seem to bother the 20-year
o l d from V/o o d s i de,
California.

There is nothing you can
do about it," said the
slender red-head. Langrock
pointed out that out of 40
games the Mustangs
played this season, 27 were

decided by one-run.

"Rock", as her team
mates call her, achieved
her fine statistics despite
playing most of the season
with a painful case of
tendonitis ll') her right
shoulder. Langrock said
her shoulder bothered her,
but said that most of the
players were playing hurt.
Pitcher Rhonda Kiser has a
sprained ankle, shortstop
Bridget Cross has a broken
right thumb, second
baseman Lin Majors has
knee problems and third
baseman Lorene Yoshihara
is recovering from an
operation on her right
hand.
Langrock who graudated
in 1977 from otre Dame
High School where she

One
Good Pizza
Deserves
Another.

lettered in softball and
volleyball, thought about
going to U.C. Daivs after
graduation but was un
decided. "Then I got a
schofarship offer from Cal
Poly to play softball, so I
decided to come down and
see the college," she said.

losing 21-23 record and
because some weekly
results that Coach Kim
Graham said she sent
never reached the Western
Regional committee.

The right-hand Langrock
said her best pitch is her
change-up and the team
Fortunately for Cal Poly, that gives her the most
Langrock liked San Luis tro u b l e i s Cal Poly
Obispo and decided to play Pom ona. Nu mber-on e
for the Mustangs. For the ranked Pomona, plays in
last three years that the same conference as the
Langrock has pitched for Mustangs, but are a
Cal Poly, the Mustangs Division I team and will
have gone to the AIA W not c om p ete in the
Western Regionals. Last Western Regionals.
year. Langrock was the
pitcher of record for all
"We always have had
three of the Mustangs problems with Pomona,'
games in the Western said Langrock who is a
Regionals, beating Fresno Biological Science major.
State but losing to U.C. "Until last month we
Berkeley and Cal Poly hadn't beat Pomona in four
Pomona.
years, but we fianlly beat
them last month, 9-8.''
It ap pe a r e d as if
Langrock would have a
chance to play in her fourth
Western Regionals this
year when the team placed
second in the Southern
California Athletic League
behind Cal Poly Pomona,
but the Mustangs were not
invited because of their

Langrock contributes
much of the Mustangs
success on first-year coach
Graham and a good
Mustang defense. The
Mustangs finished the
season with a 7-5 con
ference record and a 21-23
overall record.

Mustang Dally-Barry S1io,ii

Cal Poly softball pitcher Sheila Langrock uncoil
as she delivers a fastball against Northridge.

Harriers miss mar

the sweep, grabbing t ·
with a 17:52 time. All thr·es:rkec
times fell far short of
AIAW qualifying mark o9.,,.,
17: 10.
Lillian Cordova tied b
school record time of 25.
in the 200 meters, bu
placed a distant sixth an
did not qualify. TerrL�••
Mulligan registered
fourth-place finish in th
400 meters with a time56.1 or
time. Mulligan just ed xkin
out teammate Liz Dougla We
who punched in a 56.9.

-------..
BuyOne

Harter will try aga·
Friday when he sends
t h ose
a pp r o acbin
qualifying marks to P
tanfor
Alto for the
\Vomen's Clas ic. Th
entire squad will compet
in the Pepsi Invitation
Sunday.
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SEND MOM YOUR LOVE
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;,, 786 Higuera St. 543-4363

china tea cups • flower vases • crystal prisms
handmade boxes • silk corsages • stained glass
elegant cards

...• ,•

Silk and Fresh flowers delivered Anywhere

MOM LOVES R.,OWERS
Send· Her Some Now

and you11 get FREE Mum flowers for you!
Visit the Gardens for flowering plants
picnic baskets • wicker shelves • patio furniture
potting benches
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NURSERY SALE
ENDS SUNDAY
MOTHER'S DAY
1998 Santa Barbara St.
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sports

Sports suffer indifference
BY TOM JOHNSON
Dally Sports Editor

A urderer stalks the Cal Poly campus.
; murderer has killed as many as six �ctims and
have set his sights on numerous others. His murders
all but gone unnoticed as. the murderer employs
so deliberate and methodical that the victims
v es may not have fully recognized their plight.
victim s of these brutal slayings have been minor
on campus. The perpetrator of th�s� vile crimes is
ce-the indifference of adrmn1strators, the
· department and the general student and comty population.
.
.
,·
sports-soccer, waterpolo, men s swururung, softand men's and women's tennis-may be slashed out of
athletic budget entirely. Yet when the budget figures
announced in April, there was no outcry demanding
the sports be reinserted into the budget except from
minor sports themselves. In fact there was no
seat all-except possibly a long, rude yawn.
le athletic department labors under the belief that
money becomes scarce then the less fruitful
of the sport's vine whould be lopped off in favor
financially bountiful sports such as football,
ball,baseball and wrestling.

....
C)

Athletic Director Vic Buccola argues that if the main
sports do not receive money for luxuries such as cleats
then prospects will chose another school over Poly. As a
result, the entire sports progr m would suffer drastically
because the main teams would not be competitive enough
to draw spectators. Admittedlay, a less competitive team
would not draw the fans,but I personally doubt that any
football player would decide against Cal Poly strictly
because he will have to buy his own shoes.
The· money saved from these luxuries can be easily
funneled into the six minor sports to give them a base
salary to work with. Soccer,men's swi.mmjng, water polo
and men's tennis existed this year on $100 from the
athletic department and I am certain they could do it
again even if it means the coaches have to volunteer their
own time.
The main villian in funding Mustang sports, however,
is not the athletic department but the administration.
The administration appears to take little interest in Cal
Poly sports, as evidenced by the fact the budget will not
be increased next year even though Dr. Buccola reported
that the current $96,000 budgeted falls about $40,000
under what is needed to sustain all sports. Nor does the
adminstration actively solicit funds for minor sports, as
past Mustang Booster president Rick Racouillat in-

Speed bike fails at Ontario
VERN AHRENDES
Dalty Staff Writer

ruynow, now that all of
kinks have been
out and the In·
Hu m a n
rnational
ered Vehicle Com·. ·on is over, is the Cal
fy two-man bicycle
y ready to race.
Mechanical
failu r e
ed the bike crew all
end long as it was
·hie to record a com· ·ve speed. The bike
· only able to make a
:eking of 48 mph.
We never had a real
,
to race , said Steve
·. presid�t of Cal
's American Society of
"'a nical Engineers.
more week and we
:cld have been ready to
but we just did not
.. the time to get the
ready."
crew made use of
. last minute before
race timings started at
, On t a r i o M o t o r
. way. Individually,
fairing (the bike's
·de shell) and the
worked well but
the two were put
her problems cropped

The crew started work on
· bike at 4 a.m. Satur
J• The crew had to break
one of the ticket
1h t the Speedway to
electricity to run its
a lights. The crew
and
ked all day at the
:eed way a n d until
· ·ght in a local body
in Fontana to iron out
problems.
l'he bike was unable to
ake a n y r u n s o n
·nrday but it made three
�sunday morning. Just
the speed trophy was
· sight. the bearings
the two kateboard
used as balancing
failed which slowed
ga.ooo bike drastically.
' troubles arose in the

'Speedway's banked tum.
According to Blair while
the bike was coming
through the turn the two
b a l a n ce whee l s both
shifted at the same time.
One of the polyurethane
wheels rubbed against the
fairing and it �e�an
sm_oking as �h� fr1ct1on
built up. The fairing melted
to the wheel,rendering it
inoperable. The wheel then
acted as a brake instead of
a balance.
. .
"We brought the bike m
off of the track and we had
30 minutes left to get one
last run in," said Blair. "I
have never seen a half
dozen people work so hard
_
and fast. We disassembled
the entire fairing and the
balance wheels and had it
back together in time. But
t

the fairing was dragging
badly and the bike just
wouldn't go fast."
The bike crew extended
special thanks to Erik
SwE::nson, Larry Ho, Chuck
Johnson, Steve Fugate,
Craig Rasmussen, Ron
Bowen and Paul Inserra in
En g i n e e r i n g
the
Te c hnolo g y
Welding
Department and to the
Manufacturing Process
Department, for wit�out
their help the bike never
would have been com
pleted.
The weekend was not
completely wasted. Even
though the bike did not run
up to expectations, the
crew brought back the
Static Performance Award
for exceptional styling and
craftsmanship.

MOYNE'S
½PRICESALE

Bring a friend, or relative with you--pay for a
hairstyle at regular price, and get the second
hairstyle at ½ price.

CALL NOW FOR AN
APPOINTMENT

245 Madonna Rd.
(in Macfonna Plaza next to the theatre)
543-1303
offer expires /\,lay 24, 1980

tiinated that the school only asks the
financial sup port to half the men's teams. club to lend
The student body and the community in
gene
the third m jor role in the financial tragedy ral play
sp�rts. Though such sports as soccer are acquirinof minor
g a solid
a wers,
legion of follo
the crowds for most minor sports are
small, consequently, the sports cannot bring
in the
revenue to become self-sustaining. If the com
mun
backed minor sports even a quarter as much as they ity
do
football financial problems wouJd be
nonexistent.

Complete

ELECTRONIC REPAIR

• Musical Instrument Amps
• P.A. Systems
• Mlcrophones
·• Speaker Reconing
• Customized cables and switches

Premier Music Co.
955 Morro St.
543-9510

"Your source of quality since 1959"

Classified
Call 546-1143

Announcements

2-1 bd. rm. furn. apts. near poly
w/1 kitchen for 4 persons. 6-16.
No pets. First/lastlsecurity. 5430990.
(S.9)

:,REGNANT? Need help? We
::are! Call A.L.P.H.A. 24-hr
lifeline 541-3367.
(TF)

SUMMER RMMT NEEDED
Female nonsmoker to share 1
bdrm apt. $110-mo. Frnsh, lndry
pool, close to Poly 541-4493
(S.16)

WOW 120 REUNION
Jumbo Jett
BeautJf ul Bob
Sunshine Sue
Dingy Diane
Rondo Robin
Neurotic Nancy
Quiet Kent
MarYelous Mike
Quick Kirt
Jumping Jeff
JetJohn
KHn Kathy
Marathon Melanie
KIHlng Kim
Crazy Chrll
Daffy Denise
Call your WOW leaders now!
Kid Kathy not Domestic Dave.
(5•8)

Housing
3 bdr, 2 bth hse w/yard ½ mi. to
Poly, clean living people Avail.
5-15 No pets 541-1405 after 3
pm.
(5-14)
OH student desires summer
house sitting position. Exe.
care for plants & animals.
References. Call Lois 544-8187.
(5-14)
Female wanted to share fur
nished bedroom $98 monthly
CLOSE TO POLY! 544·5260 Wiz.
(5-13)
APART. FOR SUMMER
2 Bedrm Apt. in College Chit
Pool, 5 min walk to campus $90
a month, room for 3 pers. call
Julie at 543-7435.
(5-15)
2 roommates needed next yr. to
share 1 room of 2 bdm apt. $110
per mo. For more info call Mark
544-4464.
(5-9)

1,----------

DEL VAGLIO REALTY
Small Homes, Condos and land
for sale in all price ranges. Call
LUISA 543-8075.
(TF)
?@$X#LI
Space for 2 men in 2-bdrm
summer apt near CP $95•mo.
STAFFOR D GARDENS 546-3132
or 546·3183.
(6-6)
Summer apartment rental
available. 2-bdrm furnished
close to town & campus $340 a.
month 546-3321.
(5-14)
2 Christian · female roomies
needed for Summer only Rent
$87.50 incl. util near school.
Big, roomy, sweet! 544-8807
(6-3)

.

Services
TYPING
IBM Correcting Selectric II. Call
Madolyn eves. 543.4495
(TF )

2 bdrm. Duplex, $365. 3-bdrm.
duplex, 2½ bath, $525. 2 bdrm.
twnhs, 1½ bath, S400. Avail. 615. Call 543-5092.
(5-9)

LAST MINUT-£ TYPING
Senior projects. term papers.
Reasonable rates Linda 5442373 after 5.
(6-6)

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
4 bdrm, 2 bath, beautlf ul
landscaping. A real
Investment opportunity
call Bob at 543-0939.
(5-9)

TYPING 528-2382
IBM Correcting Selectric II. Call
Ma:-lene after 4:30.
(TF)

Female needed to take
Summer lease•super close!!
College Chalet. Pool, cable
Rent Negotiable
(5-8)
Call 546-3402.

Automotive
Get more handling out of your
car. Add a sway bar! Holloway
(5·10)
Automotive 543-5848
Tired of being ripped off? Try
Holloway Automotive 543-5848
(S.10)
VW'S WANTEO
DEAD OR ALIVE
CASH PAID 773•5707

(S.16)

Foreign car parts! Performance
Machine has them in stock at
great prices! 15 Higuera, SLO
544-5483.
(5-8)

Dodge 1974 Maxi van co�
version sleeps 4 separate kit
chen & toliet $3800 481 ·6301.
(S.14)
1971 Chevy Pickup 6 cly. Good
condition. Call 541-2941 Must
sell quickly!
(5-13)

Help Wanted
Earn extra money at home.
Good pay. Easy work. No ex•
perlence necessary. Send for
application. Report LJP P.O.
Box 626-E Oakdale, CA 95361
(TF)
COMPUTER SYSTEMS TECH I
$886-1076 HS Grad and 30 units
COBOL TRAINING. PLUS 2 yrs.
exp in data entry with 10,000
keystrokes per hr. with max 2%
error factor, or Card from
business school, or 2 yrs Coll.
courses In data proc. or comp.
science, or one year exp in 3rd
generation comp fac. Submit
County application form to
Personnel Office, 1015 Mon•
terey St , San Luis Obispo, CA
93408, by 5-23-80.
AN EEO EMPLOYER
(5-9

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Sam·s Office Service
1150 Los Osos Valley Rd.
54-P3200
(TF)
NTS TYPING SERVICE
scientific, Mathematical,
Technical and Thesis Typing.
Call 238-0835 for rates.
(7-6)
Typist• term papers, thesis,
reports. Rough draft/orig. Eng,
fr. &sp. Vicki 528-6819.
(5-22)
U.U. Travel Center
Come· see our student travel
counselors and start your
summer plans now! Open 10-3
(6·6)
T-F 546·1127.

Lost & Found
FOUND necklace with pendant
in front of GRC Bldg. on 5·2 Go
to Jour. Dept. GRC 227 to
identify.
(5-9)

FOR SALE
Maherajah water skis new &
demo skis $150-225 Great
Condition call 541-5709. (5-14 )
Mamiya C330 camera, 80 mm &
250 mm lenses, prism finder.
Move up from 35 mm. 541-5117.
(5-9)
DESIGNER JEANS
50% OFF!
Call 466-7083

Don't forget to vote
ASI Elections
May7 &8

(5-6)

•
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Mustang Dally

Prop 13

From page 1

provide a better balance of women and ·
minorities in faculty and staff positions.
Cal Poly receved 4.1 faculty positions
during Phase I, 5.0 faculty positions
during Phase II and an additional
augmentation of 0. 7 faculty positions
which were transferred from Long
Beach State, said Landreth.
According to the allotment process,
Cal Poly should have received $76, 261
for Phase I and $93,001 for Phase II.
There were problems with the fun
ding, however, because the funds from
the Phase I distribution arrived to late
to hire faculty members for fall quarter
and in some cases the funding was also
too late to look for faculty members for
winter quarter, said Malcolm Wilson
associate dean of graduate and un
dergraduate studies. As a result, most
of the funds were used for spring
quarter faculty positions.
Most of the positions that could be
filled were for part-time faculty for this
year only, said Wilson. This created
another problem with hiring.
"We can't hire architects and
engineers on a part-time basis," said
Wilson.
This is because most architects and
engineers can get long-term positions
for better salaries in business and in
dustry and they are hesitant to relocate•

Shack

for short-term positions with no
guarantee of permanency.
Most of the positions filled at Cal Poly
from funding of the Vasconcellos bill
were part-time teaching positions.
Also, most. of the positions were
difficult to fill because there is not
guarantee the iob will be available next
year, said Wilson. The assembly bill
only made allowances for funding to be
given during the 1979-80 academic year.
The funds not utilized because the
positions could not be filled or tran
sferred to anotb'er department were lost,
said Wilson. The total dollar amount of
these losses is not known as the final
report on the project has not yet been
completed.
The loss of these positions next year
will be difficult because "we are
squeezed as far as we can squeeze on
faculty," said Wilson.
Proposition 13 hurt Cal Poly in that
changes in curriculum were affected and
the number of sections of many courses
offered were reduced, said Wilson.
The reason it does not seem that
Proposition 13 had a great effect on Cal
Poly is because a tremendous amount of
manipulations were made to try to keep
from damaging instruction programs,
said Wilson.

From page 9

Shack, which has been in operation since
November, is owned by Don and
Marilyn Chapman. The couple became
involved in diet foods through Diet
Watchers, a weight loss program which
works in conjunction with the Sugarless
Schack. Marilyn lo t 119 pounds in one
year on the program and has kept the
weight off for nine years.

Diet Watchers works on the theory of
behavior modification, according to
Sturges. She said members eat a certain
amount of food from each of the food
groups. Items offered at the Sugarless
Shack are incorporated into the diet
program.

Sturges believes one of the better
points of Diet Watchers is that it lets
dieters have between-meal snacks.
"That's usually a dieter's biggest
problem," she explained.

When asked how the dieter felt about
the high amount of saccharine used in
the Sugarless Shack's products, she
said, "People in the program are not
afraid of accharine. Most of them have
found what they've been saying isn't all
truth."
Diet Watchers holds meetings each
week featuring guest lecturers.

The cost to join is 1 2 with a weekly
$3 fee until the goal weight is reached.
After that, meetings are free as long as
the member stays within two pounds of
the goal weight.

According to Sturges, the average
weight loss over a period of six months
is 25 to 50 pounds.
"It's a slower weight loss," she said,
"but we encourage slow weight loss.
And you don't go hungry," she con
cluded.
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Poly prof writes book
BY MIKE CARROLL
Oally Staff Writer

Recently, New York City authorities
tried to take custody of a child who was
being abused by his parents. It was a
difficult undertaking because at that
time there were no child abuse laws in
the New York City law books.
Authorities were able to save the child
only after using a law prohibiting
cruelty to animals.

Such a lack of public attention to
children's rights prompted Cal Poly
philosophy
Professor
Laurence
Houlgate to write a book on the ethical
and legal rights of juveniles.

Houlgate spent three years writing
his 1 60-page book, titled The Child and
the State: A Nonnative Theory of
Juvenile Rights.
In this book, released April 1 6,
Houlgate criticizes paternalism and its
influence on the juvenile justice system.
He said it is unjust to treat everyone
under the age of 18 as incompetents.

He discusses how a principle of
equality could replace paternalism.

Houlgate said there is no justification
for treating people between the ages of
13 and 18 differently than adults,
though he recognizes that younger
children have special needs due to their
lack of experiences.
When juveniles are being tried for
serious crimes, they should be treated
as adults and as individuals, said

Chess tourney is open
The Caissa Chess Club of Cal Poly is
sponsoring a two-day tournament with
a 75 first prize, from a total purse prize
of $ 235. The tournament, open to the
public, will be in UU rooms 2 19 and 2 20
and will begin at 10 a.m. Saturday May
10.
Participants must be members of the
U.S. Chess Federation or join at the
tourney. Thus entry fees are 10 for
Chess Federation members and $ 26 for
non-members.
The tournament will be run on the
four-round "Swiss'' system of play, and
everyone will have an opportunity to
play every round.
Prizes will be awarded Sunday at the
conclusion of the tournament.

Houlgate who teaches a h�t.
cow- se on children's rights.
The associate professor calls for
elimination of most status off�
cases where children are denied libet-t.
that are granted to adults-for �
over 13 years old.
Houlgate cited curfew and runa
restrictions on children as factor s w
foster inequality between children <:t
h ..,
adults. He says laws not applie4 -,oq
adults should not be applied to lll.o
t
children.

Houlgate said juvenile laws �
designed to keep children in the b()�
where they will not need the sta�,
protection. The professor said the sta
has an obligation to protect all peot>l
regardless of age, and that juvenile la�"·
allow the state to avoid its obligation
"The state is shirking its re5p,o
ll.
sibilities,'' Houlgate said.
The professor, who has been teachin
g
at Cal Poly since September, also
favored lowering the age of the majori�
by perhaps four years.

II:

He would also like to see the enactic,'ll
of more laws to meet children's ueei[b
and curb child abuse and neglect.

Houlgate said be could see
justification for corporal pnnisbJDeQt
Since it is not used on adults, he sai
corporal punishment should not be n-....111
on children.

Use of physical punishment onl
teaches children to solve their prob!
by hitting others, he said.

"Now, I'm not suggesting childre
shouldn't be punished," said Houlgate
"I'm simply against physical punish
ment."
Houlgate 881d his book was the firs
substantial work on children's right
written by a philosopher since the 1
century. He spent a year resear
the subject at the University o
Virginia, which has 9:" extensive I
library, before startmg the book
1977.
The book is published in hardcover b
John Hopkins University Press
sells for $1 2.
Since he wrote the book, Houlgat.e ha
had invitations to appear on t�
t e l i v i s i o n t a l ks h o w s-KSBY
Viewooint and KHJ's Midmominl( L.A.
television
talkshows-KSBY

ASI ELECTIONS -TODAY
,

YOU TELL AS/ WHERE TO
DIRECT YOUR AS/ FEES
REVENUE SHARING
This year as part of the AS/ elections, you can direct 5 °/o of
your student activity fees to the club or organization of your
choice. Simply by writing your club's name and code number,
you've told AS/ how you want your money spent. Vote today,
�nd give your club more money next year.

s

